
Would you like to adopt a
dog? 

Our advices for
welcome 

Health : 
vaccines : 
Don’t forget to give a booster to your dog

every year to protect it
If you would like to  travel with it, think about

getting him vaccinated against rabies and
ask for country legislation

wormer : 
Think about worming your dog at minimum

twice a year
If it’s a puppy, every months until it will be 6

months old.

External parasires protection :
You have to protect your dog against fleas,
ticks, mosquitoes ….… 
You can used pipettes, spray, collar, tablet or

shampoo

The animal rescue center follow up
dogs all theirs life. Get in contact

with us if needed



After introductions, the new dog must enter first in
your place.

Present at least one water dish per dog
Separate food dishes to avoid them  fghting
cats : 
When you Make their introductions, the dog must
on a lead to keep it under control  
Be careful that the cat do not attack the dog 
Keep the dog out Cat dishes, cat beddings, and

cat litter boxes.
The cat should be able to isolate oneself for

observe this newcomer.

Other pets : 
For other pets in the house, you must do the
same.. When you make the introductions, the dog
must on a lead to keep it under control  and make
sure that each of them could feel safe in one's
own little corner.

Life in family and at home : 
the dish : 
Remove its dish after 20 minutes, if it don’t eat his
meal : put away the dish and do that every day. It
will make a habit of eating when and where you
decide it. 
If it don’t eat on the first days, don’t worry, it is a

big change of life for it, it will not starve
oneself to death

For puppy or large dog, divide its ration in 2 or 3
meal per day

noises : 
Some home noises such as vacuum cleaner,
door bell, phone ringing, children’s shout can
frighten a dog
 If the dog’s panicking, you must ignore its
behaviour not to reinforce it
 It’ll learn over time that nothing bad happens to
it when noises appear suddenly
walks : 
when you go out for a walk, keep the dog on a

lead to keep it under control as long as it has
not a good recall

If you take your dog out on a long lead, you
could work recall and strengthen your links
with it

rules of life : 
Create rules of life for your new dog from the
beginning 
A dog need constancy. You must decide
rules, setup them iand above all else
enforce them. 

change of life : 
Moving house, changing of job, having a baby
… Many change can arrive in your life. 
Your dog will follow you everywhere in any
event, solutions exist for keeping your dog near
your whatever happens. 

Don’t hesitate to call in canine educator if
needed

The animal rescue center offers you an
afternoon briefing organized by a graduate
canine educator. If you participate in this
briefing, you get four free lessons at club canin
Figeacanisport

After a dog’s adoption, It’s important not to go
on holiday or on weekends during at least five
weeks to offer to the dog an quiet environment.  

The home : 
When he arrives, keep the dog on a lead and
show it its new house and the garden.  
Show it its bedding that must be in a quiet

place, where it will feel safe
On the first weeks, keep the dog on a lead
even if your garden is fenced. 

Your new dog may be lost and reserved . Don’t
worry, you have to give it more time to fnd
one's bearing and adapt oneself to its new
home ( fve or seven weeks)

The other inhabitants of the house :  
Children : 
It’s very important that they don’t oppress the

dog, they must understand that it is forbidden
to annoy the dog when it is lying in its basket
and when it’s eating

Explain them first that as soon as the dog will
feel safe, it will become a formidable game
companion. 

Dogs  :  
introduce them in a neutral place and
preferably on a lead 
Walk them until they know eachother.
If you have got several dogs, introduce its each
one in its turn
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